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Exemption clause for personal injury is an agreement in a contract that 
stipulates that a party is limited or excluded from liability for the death or 
physical injury of other person. Along with the development of technology and 
society, exemption clause for personal injury has been widely used as people 
are facing more and more risks in daily life. That is helpful for the balance of 
the interests and the actualization of real justice, to admit the effectiveness and 
appropriately limit the application of exemption clause for personal injury. 
Proceeding with the interpretation of exemption clause for personal injury, the 
paper studied exemption clause for personal injury and put forward suggestions 
on it from legislative and judicial aspects, through type analysis, logic analysis 
and comparison analysis, etc. 
Besides the introduction and conclusion, the paper was divided into three 
parts as follows: 
Chapter one discussed the interpretation and typical type of exemption 
clause for personal injury. Based on the interpretation of exemption clause, the 
paper deduced the definition of exemption clause for personal injury, studied its 
characteristics thereupon. Being essentially different from victim consent and 
assumption of risk, exemption clause for personal injury has independent legal 
value. Exemption clause for personal injury is widely used in reality with 
various manifestations, whose effect directly impacts the balance of interests. 
Therefore, research on exemption clause for personal injury possess of strong 
theoretical and practical significance. 
Chapter two studied the legal foundation of the effectiveness of exemption 
clause for personal injury. The effectiveness of exemption clause for personal 
injury is questioned and criticized by many scholars mainly in two aspects. 














which can not be excluded through contract. Secondly, infringement upon life 
and health goes against social benefit, public order and good social customs. 
Thus, it is not enforceable to limit and exclude liability for death and physical 
injury by agreement in advance. The essence of exemption clause for personal 
injury lies in the party put life, health and physical rights into uncertainty of 
his/her own will in order to pursue certain interest that is worthy. The party 
negates infringement on life and health and physical rights. And it is different 
between rights infringement and exemption of liability by contract in advance. 
People are entitled to spare the life, health and physical rights, which can hardly 
harm others’ or social interests. The essence of civil liability rests with debts, 
while tort liability emphases on supplementary function, the parties would 
exclude it through contract without doubt. Admitting exemption clause for 
personal injury has special legal value, meanwhile is beneficial to the 
development of the society. 
Chapter three analyzed the way to reconstruct legal system of exemption 
clause for personal injury. There are two completely different legislative 
models in foreign legislation: one is absolute invalid model, exemption clause 
for personal injury is not valid in legal provisions without exceptions. The other 
is relatively invalid, which the law enforce exemption clause for personal injury 
under provisions for exceptions. In China, lawmakers adopt absolute invalid 
model. And this model is used in the various drafts of civil code. The legislative 
model of absolute invalid lack of theoretical support, which is not consist with 
the reality and need for social progress as well. To protect the legal rights of 
vulnerable parties and actualize justice, system of exemption clause for 
personal injury should be reconstructed and perfected in legislative and judicial 
fields. 
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③ Exemption clauses are contractual clauses which limit or exclude financial claims against one 
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